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I. An increasing number of Ft Hood tanks are experiencing eng+/-ne aborts on start
during moderate to heavy rains (see Encl I). The aborts are caused by water soaked
vee packs and seems to beattributed to two causes: (Pecleaner & Air Inlet Grill)

a. Precleaners: The newer style precleaner is manufactured by Pull Land and
Marine and is called Centrisep Air Cleaner. The older style is still being used
in manufacturing of the MI and in the field-and is manufactured by the DQnaldson
Corporation. When units order a new precleaner using NSN 2940-01088-2429, they
will get either the old or newstyle precleaner...The Centrisep, new’style, is
causing two problems for the MI engine:

(I) Water.. The first problem is water getting into the precleaner, then
into the air filter vee packs. The possible reason for this is the newer precleaner
is designed with a lower profile. Due to the lower profile,.it creates more area
for water to get into recleaner which in turn will get the vee packs wet. It
would appear that water could travel over the rain rail and the precleaner. When
water soaks into the vee packs, it will restrict the air flow to the engine. This
will cause a loss of power, and eventually could decrease-the life of the turbine
engine.

(2) Debris. The second problem is debris is becoming lodged into the pre-.
cleaner. Since the newer precleaner has no screen on the top side (the old Donaldson
model did), debis can easily be drawn into the precleaner. The narrow thickness
of the precleaner does not allow the scavenger pump to do its job. The debris
will build up to the point where air flow canoe restricted.

(3) The conclusion is that debris bui!d-p was not a problem, nor, to a
lesser degree was water ingestion on the older style,:-Donaldson Corporation, pre-
cleaner. Consideration should be taken to discontinue the use o the Pull Land
and Marine Corporation precleaner and remove all from the inventory.
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b. Air Inlet Grill. On ? Jan 85, LTC Keller (Cdr 2/8) notified me that he
had experienced significant engine abort problems while on a recent Field Training
Exercise (FTX). The bn(-), with a total of twenty Ml’s, odcupied a Tactical
Assembly Area (TAA) and shut down their engines. During.Xhe night, it rained for
about one and one-half hour (not a wind driven rain but the fall was moderate).
As it began to rain, one company (-) (total of ten tanks) covered thelr-air intake
boxes with-canvas to protect against water ingestion. After about one hour in
the rain, the company was ordered to move from the TAA. Four of the ten tanks
aborted on the initial start. In the other company, three of ten tanks also aborted
on the initial start. Both company commanders directed the crews and maintenance
personnel to inspect the vee packs. In all abort cases, the portion of the vee
pack near .the air intake were saturated with water Furthermore, the air boxes
had " to " water standing. ..,---

Both companies had sufficient quantities of new vee packs to replace hose in he
tanks that had aborted. Six out of seven started immediately and the remaining
tank was evacuated. MAJ Henderson, Executive Officer of i/?, reported simillar
difficulties with water ingestion while out on the same FTX, but:’with different
engine symptoms.. In this case, the tanks were running when itbegan to rain, and
were operated until t.he crew members detected a"popping" or "rattling" noise in
the engine. I have enclosed five statements (Encl 2-6) from crew members [Of note
is the fact that the unit did pass through House Creek (ford was not 48") see state-
ment No. 5 by SFC Bledsoe but this does not contradict statement No 4 by SFC Batts
(last page). SFC Batts is correct in that the Military Police did block off Cow
House Creek but SFC Bledose did ford House Creek (different creeks).] I informed
MAJ Henderson, 1/7, that water may have been ingested,by those tanks fording House
Creek, due to improper plenum seal on the hull side. He responded by saying they
would look at that. Be that as it may, it does not explain why the same unit (i/7)
had water soaked vee packs and used the MII3AI exhaust -and personnel heater to
dry them.

2. In both cases of 2/8 and I/?, I strongly feel that water was ingested, pri-
marily, through the air inlet grill located above the air box and forward of the
precleaner doors (item 34, Encl I). Extensive checksby both 2/8 and i/? indicate
this is the case... To further substantiate this, ECP L3626-B (Encl ) has been
designed for the MIAI (I am not-ure if it is approvedor not). This ECP adds
a "drip rail" to channel water away from the precleaer.as it comes in through
the air inlet grill.

3. Summaryand Recommendations:

a. Summary

(I) An increasing number’of Ft Hoodtanks are experiencing engine aborts
and engine damage due to water ingestion.
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(2) The new style precleaner manufactured by Pull Land and Marine con-
tributes to the problem of water Ingesiton and debris build-up.

(3) The major contributor to water ingestion is"water flowing into the
precleaner through the air inlet grill located above the air box and forward of
the precleaner doors.

(4) ECP L3626-B adds a "drip rail" which directs .water. from the pre-
cleaner.

(5) To my knowledge, no information has been passed to fielded units con-
cerning ECP 3626-B and how it could assist Ml units.

b. Recommendations:

(i) -Discontinue the-use-of the Pull land and Marine precleaner,-remove
all stocks and go back to the older style manufactured by Donaldson Corporation.

(2) Make ECP 3626-B effective ASAP and get it into the hands of fielded
units (Ft Hood and Germany).

(3) Consider those Ml’s in USAREUR bn’s POMCUS sets and determine-how this
ECP 3626-B can be applied before we field in places, that have a lot more rain than
Ft Hood.

? Encl
as

CF:
DPM, PM Tank Systems
DPM, M1
DPM, MIAI
C,’Loglstlcs Management Division
C, Systems Engineering Division
C, European Materiel Fielding Team

JOHN T. DOWNING
LTC, AR
Chief, Materiel Fielding Team, CONUS
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FIGURE I88. TOP DECK COVERS, AIR BOX, AND RELATED PARTS. ""
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REFER.ENCE OR OFFICE SYMBOL

TO

SUBJECT

FROM DATE

At on or about 0430 hours on the 5th of June was our S.P. for the
Bn. mission. Prior to moving out there was a very hard rain and a slight
rain ,while moving out. My platoon was the counter attacking force which

was approximately 500 meters behind the Bn. When my tank D-14 arrived to
the ford crossLng at House Creek it was very deep and muddy. After
going through the creek we had no sns of problems or loss of power.

After arriving at our ClassI location we cooled the tank down so the driver
and crew could eat brakfast. The only problems at that time was my D-12

tank had loss of power and then my...D- 13 tank could not move When in
gear. After a co61-o"o’w-n-Cme we were able to position the tank after

checking oil levels. Al-tF’bra-k-fast we moved out with 2 tanks in rne platoon.
We had moved out no signs of loss of power and crossed another stream

of water, then when we tried to c_limb a hill there was a low popping noise.
We stopped the tank and put i in tactical idle and had no problem of

R.P.M.S. and asked the driver if he had any lights on, and he said no. Then
I told him to hit the test light button and all lights worked. We continued
on the mission at a reduced power wth no problem, unl we came up

to Cow House Creek Bridge while trying to cross it started popping again,so
on the other side of the bridge I reported a down vehicle and then jumped on
my wingman tank to conLnue the mission. After endexing the mison while
on the return route I passed my down tank broken down again after the maintenanc
1oked at it. END OF STATEMENT

CMT I

SFC. BLEDSOE, GEORGE W.
Ist Platoon Sgt.
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